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Other News:

Naas Meeting 

M.A.L.E.s Kildare continue to
meet on the 4th Tuesday of
the month in Ballycane
Church in Naas. The next
meeting is on Tuesday the
27th June. Doors open at 7:15
pm. For further information
email Gerry at
maleskildare@gmail.com

              

  
  

Hello {First Name},

Greetings again and welcome to the July edition of An Turas.

In recent issues I have shared some inspirational work by the Irish poet
and author, Kevin McCormack, and I include another gem
below "There Is A Light" birthed recently from his rich creative genius:
"When the voice inside you is on a loop and cannot be kept quiet; / You
must try to remember, inside there is a light." This segues nicely into
another of Jordan's poems "Tend The Light" - "You are to be steward
of the light / Doing the simple tasks / That makes great deeds
possible." Light is such a powerful image in so many traditions; and, as
Richard often says, "All images are metaphors, approximations at best,
fingers pointing to the moon."

Our last physical Marley Meeting was back in February. We have taken
guidance and have decided to resume our physical monthly 'Marley"
meeting on Saturday, 18th July, beginning at 10am with some
refreshments. As our normal venue at Marley is not open yet, we will
hold our meeting on the grounds of Benildus Pastoral Centre on the
Upper Kilmacud Road - details and Eircode below. Bring your drum
and a jacket as you will be sitting outdoors. Paul, our Elder Convener
will lead the meeting.

Twelve months down the road from our very successful Rites in
Kiltegan last July, Martin has arranged a Reunion of all the 2019
participants on Tuesday, 28th July, which will be facilitated by Jim
Taylor. There has been s very good response to the emails sent out
and if you (for one reason or another) haven't received the invitation,
then reply to this email with the word "Reunion" in the subject line and
Martin will see you right. We're also delighted that we now have our
2021 Rites Team almost in place and we're already looking forward to
another Rites in Kiltegan next July. Applications are now available - just
click the link on top of this page.

Our brothers in the UK have scheduled a twenty-four hour event for
24/25th July, "A Day In Your Life: Your Life in A Day" details below.
Also,the EuroSoul gathering scheduled for Prague in the autumn has
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*****

North Dublin Meeting

This group meets on the
first Tuesday of the month
at Cottrell Lodge, 16A
Ormond Road, Drumcondra,
D09AW26. Convenor: Paul
paulbarr777@gmail.com

*****

Mount Argus Meeting

The group meets every
Tuesday in St Paul's
Retreat, Mt Argus from 7pm to
9pm.
Eircode D6W XR66.
Convenor: John 

*****

Causeway Coast Men's
Circle
The group meet on the third
Wednesday of the month
in The Sandel Centre,
Knocklynn Road, Coleraine,
Co Derry at 8pm. Convener:
Arthur
iamarthurkennedy@gmail.com

*****

Ballyroan Meeting

The group meets in the Ruah
Centre (beside Ballyroan
Church and Library, off Marian
Road) the 2nd and 4th
Mondays of the month from
7.30pm to 9.30pm (except for
July and August). 
Convenor: Gerry
Email: moore.gmbe@gmail or
telephone 087 2614248.

*****

Tearmann Meeting

The group meets every
Wednesday in the side room
of Holy Rosary Church on
Oldcourt Avenue at 7.45pm to
9pm. Eircode D24 X798.
Convenor: Martin
tearmann12@gmail.com or
telephone: 087 0919959.

 *****

Larne Meeting

We usually meet on the
second Thursday of the

been put back until May 2021. In its stead, our Czech brothers are
organising PragueSoul 2020 which will take place in Prague from 1st
to 4th October.  

Just a reminder that (along with our local meetings) we continue to
hold  Zoom meetings every Thursday evening at 7pm (Irish time) which
are open to all; the next one is tomorrow evening, 16th July. You will
get the Zoom links on our website page - check them out here. Also,
there is an open Zoom meeting on the first Saturday of every month
until further notice; the next one will be on Saturday, 1st August starting
at 10am.

Thanks again to Paul, our Elder Convener, for his short reflection
below, "God is in all Good." And, once again, George comes up
trumps with his "Pathways To Spirituality." Just like George, I'll also
conclude with St Paul's exhortation (Phil. 4:8):  "Fill your minds with
"everything that is true; everything that is just; everything that is lovely;
and everything that is gracious." 

{First Name}, I hope you find something below that will nurture your
soul during this time of Covid. Take care and stay safe. Sin a bhfuil
uaimse go dtí an chéad eagrán eile. Slán go fóill.

Kevin (Editor) 

A word from our Elder Council Convener

“God is in all Good”

This formula has often helped me,
particularly when I meet situations or circumstances that
are outside my comfort zone.
Just break up the letters than spell Good and God.
The letters for G o d are all present in the letters for G o o d.
Good thoughts or words or actions
seem to have a way of uplifting life. 
That instant can offer potent insight,
a different waveband.
I ask for an expansion of heart and head,
so I might more often recognize 
God is in all Good!

Paul
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month, September to June
inclusive, 7:30pm to 9:30pm
at Drumalis Retreat House,
Glenarm Rd, Larne BT40 1DT.
All men, irrespective of faith,
culture or orientation are
welcome. Convenor: Patsy
bell.bell9190@gmail.com

*****

  
Do you have time for
Meditation or Yoga?

Anam wellness Centre (run by
John O'Flynn) hold daily and
weekly yoga and meditation
sessions at their centre in
Tallaght. For more details visit
https://anamashram.com

****** 

Helping other men 

If you are in a position to to
help other men who cannot
afford to participate in events
such as the Rites of Passage,
SoulArise, Young Men's Rites,
then you might consider
making a donation. This may
be a once off or indeed a
regular contribution. Either
way it will go towards helping
a man who at present cannot
financially help himself. Our
bank details are at the bottom
of this newsletter and thank
you in advance. It is thanks to
these donations that we are
able to offer some bursaries to
those men.

 *****

 
 

 

 

 

Here's another gem of a reflection by Kevin McCormack;
click here for the link.

Reflection:
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Why Males Need Initiation

In "Why Males Need Initiation," Fr. Richard Rohr shows
how primal societies have demonstrated that cultural
survival is dependent on personal spirituality.
Unfortunately, the proven way to lead males on this
journey has been lost to the West for a thousand years.
Fr. Richard addresses the reality that if men are not led
through an inner journey of powerlessness, they will
inevitably misunderstand and abuse power. Watch the
video here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OO6X39lNnE


 

  

 

“We invite men to the freedom of who they are in all of
their differences – gay or straight, Protestant, Catholic,
Buddhist, Jewish – we’ve got all here. We invite and
welcome all here. In a world that divides – that
categorizes and polarizes everything, every person –
what authentic male spirituality does is to invite us to see
what we share in common.”

From Illuman's "Male Spirituality: Journeying Together."

 

Monthly Meeting on 18th July in Kilmacud

We will resume our physical
gathering, open to all men,  this
Saturday, 18th July, (starting at
10am with some
refreshments).  Please note the
venue is on the grounds of
Benildus Pastoral Centre in
Kilmacud (Eircode D14 N778)
as Marley is unavailable at the
moment. It is located between Stillorgan and Dundrum and has ample
parking spaces. The meeting will be held outdoors (so bring a warm
jacket) and we will observe the usual safety protocol regarding
distancing and hygiene. Men are invited to join us in this space to sit in
council and share their stories with other men in a safe, confidential
and supportive environment. Keep in mind that will also hold an
open Zoom Meeting on the first Saturday of every month; our
next one will be on Saturday, 1st August, beginning at 10am - see
our website for details.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJMU3dfpMxw
http://malejourney.ie/zoom-calls


Why not join us?

 

 Upcoming Events:

The Men’s Rites of Passage (MROP) is a five-day, deeply
soulful experience that builds on the classic patterns of
male initiation through profound rituals and teachings.

Men’s RITEs of passage have been around for millennia
in practically every tradition the earth has ever seen. The
transition from “Boy” to “Man” has occurred in many
different guises but the theme of dying to one stage of life
to enter another remains unchanged.

You are unique, worthy of respect because of your dignity
as a human being. The RITEs have the potential in
helping you discover who you are, more than how you
seem and greater than you imagined. It is a time for men
to grow and gain hope for the future.   

Life wounds all of us but great blessings can come from
our wounds. It is life that defines us, not our losses, hurts
or failings. These are the stepping stones to a more
aware and fuller life

Our strength together helps us be better men able to
accept the responsibilities and challenges of life. The
Men’s RITEs of Passage are suitable for men of all
colour, age, sexuality, ethnicity and faith tradition - or
none.

In the words of the programme’s founder, Fr. Richard
Rohr:

“Men are asked to come with a willingness to
participate from beginning to end and not as an
observer. All participants begin at point zero with no
agendas to live up to or down to. All that is required is
for a man to come with a ‘beginner’s mind’ and the
readiness of a young novice seeking wisdom.



Ultimately, initiation, like life itself, is not a “spectator’s
sport.”

Application Forms here

 

 We have been working hard to create a meaningful
venture to honour the one-year anniversary of last
summer's 2019 MROP in Kiltegan. So, we have arranged
a Virtual Conference that will be co-hosted by Jim Taylor
(Weaver) and Martin (Convener) and as many Elders and
Initiators as we can muster. Together, we will once again
invite you to show up in the world and take your rightful
place as a man.

Join us on Tuesday the 28th of July at 6.00pm Irish
time. This time, although virtual, will be very meaningful!
We will deepen our conversation by Creating Sacred
Space, Centering in Silence, Drumming together, Circling
up in Council, Poetry, and Listening to Shared Stories.
There has been a great response to this event and if you
were part of the Kiltegan 2019 experience and would like
to participate in this event then reply to this email with
"Reunion" in the subject line and you will be given further
details. 
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While PragueSoul2020 will take place this coming
October, EuroSoul2021 will now take place in
April/MayApril/May 2021. 

"Let us come together to reflect on the uncertainty,
worries and fears brought upon us by the recent months.
How do we cope with stress? What are the values we can
lean back on? How do we want to move on? Come join
our community of men, be it in person or virtually. You'll
have the opportunity to physically test and enhance your
resilience by taking a ritual ice-bath prepared as part of
the program."

 

 

Covid time afforded us the opportunity to reflect on the
importance of Local Groups and establishing new ones
where men can gather to do their inner work. We are
delighted to report that we have a number of men in the
North Wicklow area raring to go as soon as it is safe to
gather physically again. Our Road Trips have a threefold
purpose:

To inform people about M.A.L.E.s Ireland
To let people know about the RITEs - MROP
To see the feasability of setting up a local M.A.L.E.s
group

If you would like more information about setting up a
Local Group in your area, you can contact Paul at
paul.p.odriscoll@gmail.com.

mailto:paul.p.odriscoll@gmail.com.


 

To see and hear what Irish men who have completed the
RITEs have to say, click here.

Quest for the Grail, 13 – 15 November 2020  

The Masculine Spiritual Journey

Today's culture has failed to create a spiritual vocabulary
that speaks to so many men. The Grail Quest story was
created at a time of spiritual crisis and it’s lessons are
very relevant today. This workshop offers a time to reflect
on life's timeless priorities in terms of what he brings to
self, family, work and the world at large. The weekend
includes drumming, solo time in nature, fire circle, silence,
ritual and healing conversations.

The Quest will be held in Slí and Chroí, Kiltegan, Co
Wicklow from the 13th to the 15th November, 2020. Put it
in your diary.

More details will be posted on our website.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQm6ZSaYjV4


Our UK Brothers are holding this event later in the month;
for further details and registration click here.

 

Recent Events: 

We have spent the past few weeks assembling the pieces
of the jigsaw for the MROP2021 Team and we're
delighted to let you know that (apart from the Weaver) we
now have all the foot soldiers in place for next July. We
are very excited about the team we have assembled and
we'll work on some team building over the coming
months.

A BOOK WORTH READING

Dying To Be Me by Anita Moorjani is a heartfelt,
incredibly insightful, honest summary of her life and
journey; it is an eye-opening, inspirational account of a
woman’s brief journey to the other side following terminal
cancer and her healing when she came out of her coma.
Anita writes as she speaks, from her heart and only from
her heart. And she delivers a very important message -

http://www.malejourney.org.uk/what-s-happening/event/113-a-day-in-your-life-your-life-in-a-day


we are love, we need to give love and equally important,
love ourselves. For anyone on any  serious spiritual path I
would definitely add this to their respective reading list;
her story will touch your heart and feed your soul. You
can get the book here on Amazon or the audio version
here.

  

The mind can be a friend or foe – it should be servant not master. It
can achieve great things but can be limiting when in over-control. Very
few people take time out of their busy lives to look after their minds.
We all need a daily mental workout to hit the pause button and regain
perspective. This helps us live a more balanced life and avoid
becoming a prisoner of our mind. We need to turn down the volume of
the mind and at times change channels.

We need to be kinder to ourselves, deal with unpleasant emotions, and
generally clear the unwanted mental baggage we all carry around with
us – a kind of mental de-cluttering. Just as our bodies need rest time,
our brains also need  “down time.” Mindfulness can deactivate the
overactive mind – and slow down the runaway train.

A lot of thinking is distorted and contaminated and a cause of
unhappiness. Your thinking has astonishing powers to darken your life
or to make it radiant. Mind how you think: think powerfully, positively
and confidently. It can be brilliant but oftentimes it can also be
obsessive and repetitive.

Before you speak, THINK of some of the following questions: Is it true?
Is it helpful? Is it inspiring? Is it necessary? Is it kind? In your
communications be aware of different response styles:

Evaluating – thinking against – agreeing/disagreeing;
Interpreting – thinking about – attributing motives;
Supporting – thinking for – trying to be helpful, trying to fix;
Probing – thinking through – seeking clarification;
Understanding – thinking with – seeking comprehension.

Our thoughts determine who we think we are, who we think others are,
and what we consider the world to be. “We see everything through the
lens of thought.” (John O’Donohue) We choose the lenses through
which we see and think about the world.

The Mind states – I’m ok – you’re not ok – arrogant/aggressive; I’m not
ok – you’re not ok – apathetic/ negative; I’m not ok – you’re ok –
submissive/ inadequate; I’m ok - you’re ok – confident/ positive. “If your
thoughts are negative, then you will never discover anything rich or
beautiful within your soul.” (Ibid) “Thoughts are our inner senses.”
(Meister Eckhart)

We need to learn how to leave the mind and come to our senses; to
hear the silent music beneath the noisy traffic of our thinking and to

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/938143137X/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
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catch the Divine harmony in everything human. Our monkey minds
miss the magic and the music of the present moment. Peace of mind is
actually an oxymoron. “When you’re in your mind, you’re hardly ever at
peace, and when you’re at peace, you’re never only in your mind.”
And, “We don’t think ourselves into a new way of living – we live
ourselves into a new way of thinking.” (R. Rohr) Your mind is joyful
when it can live in contentment, can find God in all things and when it
follows the intelligent lead of the heart.

We need to expand the horizons of our hearts and minds.

Practise the art of living mindfully. Mature religion will always lead you
to some form of prayer, meditation, or contemplative mind to balance
out your usually calculative mind.

All those who love rightly think and see rightly. Finally, St. Paul reminds
us to fill our minds with "everything that is true; everything that is just;
everything that is lovely; and everything that is gracious." (Phil. 4:8)
Mindfulness is about finding stillness amidst noise; peace within
turbulence; and a shelter within a storm.

George

 

For Your Diary...                                

In some areas, men keep the 30th of each month as
"Men's Day" when men gather in a particular place
for an event - could be as simple as a cup of coffee
and a chat, a hike, - the possibilities are endless.
Why not organise something in your area?

Focal Scoir...

If you know someone who might be interested in the contents of this
Newsletter, kindly press the forward arrow just above the banner on top
of the Newsletter and fill in the person's email address. Míle Buíochas.

 
 
 

If you have any upcoming events
that you would like us to place
contact us here

 

 

 

http://malejourney.ie/contact-us
https://www.facebook.com/groups/201023509915957/


To stay informed on issues
affecting men and to share
inspirational ideas, why not follow
us on Facebook?

 
  
     

 
   "A young man who cannot cry is a savage;

   an old man who cannot laugh is a fool."
 

 

Bank Account details:

Males Ireland
Bank of Ireland, Newbridge
Sort code: 901263 
Account No: 45319007

IBAN IE77BOFI90126345319007
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